Top 10 Creative Apps shared at MEPRA Breakfast by Noha Wagih Bashir of Facebook

Photo Enhancing

Adobe Photoshop Express (Edit photos and apply borders, frames and filters)
Adobe Spark Post (Transform photos with design and animation templates)
PicLab (Add text, borders and overlays)
PlotaVerse (Turn any still image into a video or GIF)
Ripl (Layer animated templates on top of photos)

Video Enhancing

Videoshop (Combine photos and videos, experiment with stop-motion, resize and edits videos)
Quik (Apply video templates, text overlays and music)
Instagram Stories (Add text, drawings and stickers to videos)
Boomerang (Create short looping videos)
Legend (Add animated text to a photo or video)

Bonus: Recommended Instagram accounts to follow for inspiration

White On Rice (@white_onrice)
ASOS (@asos)

#MEPRAConnect